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ABSTRACT
This thesis aims to define and understand the role in which technology
plays on human perception and its relationship to architecture. This is to
critically analyze the changes and manipulations of the body within regards
to new technological systems. These are analyzed under the frameworks of
body perceptual systems and their levels of engagement. This then allows for
experimentation of sensory manipulation to test the body’s responsive and
reactionary techniques.
The design of this thesis explores the opportunities in crossing, amplifying, and
re-contextualizing the body and senses within the regards of the technological
impacts. This is implored through physical prosthetic attachments and tested
within built environment scenarios. In doing this, it pushes to rethink the
senses by challenging their habitual roles through performing non traditional
methods of perception. Using augmented perception on the physical world is
to blur the digital world with the physical environment. This is to question
what is the digital beyond the flat, 2-dimensional conditions. In doing this,
there is a creation of an immersive, multi-sensory experience existing both in
the digital and the physical while relating at an intimate level on the body.
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INTRODUCTION
Design has impacted every piece our world; from the vast urban landscapes to the miniscule genetics
within the body. As design has progressed, it has pushed society to its current digital state. With this,
comes additional layers and complexities existing outside the natural beings of the world. This brings
a society of a ubiquitous computing where smart technologies and digital networks surround the
everyday life and thus, bring forth prospects of cybernetics, social medias, and virtual realities. From
this, transgresses a world of constant evolution and modernization which allows for the creation of
new technologies and systems. And with the new comes moments of opportunities and exploration,
but also requirements of analysis and reflection.
Ubiquitous computing creates change in almost every aspect of life not excluding the human body.
New technologies are pushing to share a more intimate relationship with the body. This results
in technology changing the natural perceptual systems effecting how the body experiences the
world surrounding it. Given today’s common technologies, this is resulting in flat, 2-dimensional
experiences with little engagement to the full perceptual system. The importance of this lies not only
for an individual participating in the world, but also within the field and practice of architecture. As
designers, where the body is the center of our work, this change opens new questions of methodology
and practice. We need to not just react to the change but become a part within it.
This thesis begins to critically analyze the ways in which the body is being changed and manipulated
from these new technologies. Current systems of bodily and experiential changes within regards to new
technologies are explored. This is looking at changes that indirectly change the body such as computers
and smart phones to direct changes such as drugs and neuro-stimulations. These are analyzed under
the frameworks of the different levels of engagement with the body perceptual systems. With this
understanding, there then becomes an opportunity to experiment with sensory manipulation to focus
on the body’s responsive and reactionary techniques.
The design of this thesis explores the opportunities in crossing, amplifying, or recontextualizing the
body and the senses within the regards of the impacts of technology. It is to rethink the senses by
challenging their habitual roles to perform untraditional methods of perception. Using augmentation
on perception is to interact with both the digital world and the physical environment and to consider
what the digital world is beyond the flat, 2-dimensional conditions. In doing this, the goal is to create
an immersive, multi-sensory experience within the built world while relating at an intimate level with
the body and by using the augmented tools of technology.
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T H E S I S STAT E M E N T
To explore the potentials of an embodied experience within the
contemporary advancements of technology and the intimate relationships
it shares with the physical body. In doing this, we break up the habitual
perceptual systems to allow new opportunities for an embodied perceptual
experience in our physical environment within the parameters of the
advancing digital world.
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In the age of ubiquitous computing, humans share the
majority of their lives with technological integration.
When thinking of typically in habited spaces, there is
technological aid in spaces of the domestic, the office,
the public, the private, the grand, and the small. When
talking about technology here, the term is being used
rather loosely. Technology can be defined as the primitive
tools of pen and paper, or the complicated networks in
home security systems. Technology is vaguely seen as any
addition or extension to the human body and overtime,
its systems have become increasingly more complex.
Today, technology is considered to be objects associated
within the digital realm such as smart phones, flat screen
television sets, self-driving car, or surveillances systems.
And with these new technologies, a new world has opened,
one of cybernetics, social medias, and digital realities
that do not physically exist thus blurring the boundaries
of the real and the invisible. These technologies pose new
opportunities as well as new challenges. For many fields,
architecture included, there needs to be analyzation of
these changes to explore how these will affect its current
practices.
As architects, one of the most integral parts of the design
practice is the relationships of the human body. The
situation of today is to consider how the body is changing
at a rate faster than any level of natural evolutionary
patterns. Technology is now not only surrounding the
body but is covering it, inside of it, even becoming one
with it. As designers with the body seen as the center of
our work, this opens up new questions of not only design,
but architectural practices.
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One of the most prominent changes
to how technology is affecting
how humans experience their
environment is the common physical
prosthetic of the smart phone.
Humans carry this smart technology
with them on a consistent basis.
They are being used at work, at
home, in our cars, even in the
intimate space of the bed. The
smart phone has become a physical
prosthetic to the body acting as an
extension into the digital world. 1
Not only do smart phones allow the
body to experience a ‘new’ world
but also, they change the way in
which it experiences its real world,
the one that physically surrounds it.
The questions that architects must

ask is how the changes are affecting
the ways in of experience in the
world and how these experiences
effect the discipline.
When looking at early iterations
of the smart phones or cell phones,
the designs show more tactile
engagements with higher levels of
interactions. There were series of
buttons, textures, and a significant
weight that made one aware of
carrying them. The user-interaction
focus was less on the visual
perceptual system and more on the
systems of hearing and touch. The
phones of today consist of a single
digital screen supplemented by no
more than a few external buttons.
They can be controlled with voice
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activation, face recognition, and
digital interfaces making the
sensory engagement less embodied.
Not only have the phones themselves
changed but they have replaced a
variety of tools. The different items
that use to be a physical object
one would carry around such as a
newspaper or a contact book have
been combined into one flat, digital
object. The phones of today have
evolved in hopes to make humans
lives easier but are potentially
removing the possibilities of
embodied perceptual experiences.
1. Mohd. Shahrudin Abd. Manan and Chris L. Smith, “Beyond Building:
Architecture Through the Human Body,” Alam Cipta, Vol 5 (1) June (2012): 42.
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The changes in these smart
technologies have impacted
not only the body but has
made its way into the physical
environment. Consider the
objects within an office or work
environment. A typical desk
used to be filled with different
machines and tools necessary for
the daily task. Work was almost
always
completed
chained
to the desk, its own type of
prosthetic. Looking at today,
computers and laptops have

changed that system. The tools
have now evolved to combine
into one, flat digital object.
The digital world now becomes
the extension of the body. The
opportunities associated with
this include the ability to work
from anywhere and everywhere
making the practices of remote
working a popular method. The
desk is no longer seen as an
essential element to the office.
In the work of Beatriz Colomina,
not only is the office desk
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being removed, but it is being
replaced by the unexpectable
horizontal architecture of the
bed. 2
The magnification of
these ‘flat’ digital networks
have pushed people back to the
basic, primitive spaces.
2. Beatriz Colomina and Mark Wigley, Are We Human? Notes on an
Archaeology of Design (Zurich: Lars Müller Publishers, 2016), 262-268.
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Technology of the future is
pushing to integrate below the
surface of the skin. Epidermal
electronics are a new study of
microchips being installed onto
surfaces of the skin. These are
currently being used as tracking
devices in medical records such
as heart rates, temperatures, and
levels of hydration. The potential
associated with these are to
replace the large machinery and
equipment used within hospitals
and doctor offices. 3
More intrusive devices are seen
within neurostimulation practices
such as optogenetics. Specific
cells within the brain can be
infected with a virus to make them
sensitive to light. If an object such
as a fiber-optic cable is implanted
into the brain, it will trigger the
neurons with the photons in the
light. A recent study conducted by

University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign scientist John Rogers
experimented on mice where the
brain cells infected controlled
the release of a chemical that
would instill the emotion of
pleasure and gratitude. The mice
were put in a maze with a button
that would signal for the light to
turn on. In this study, the mice
became obsessed with pressing the
button because every time it was
pressed, they would experience
that sense of gratitude. 4 This
becomes an argument for not only
how technology is increasing its
integration with the body, but
also the ways it is controlling its
systems.
For architects and designers,
there needs to be a focus on how
these technologies are changing
the bodies and minds of its users.
This involves looking at the ways
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they are designed such as the
smart phone and the repercussions
associated with those devices.
In the example of Colomina, the
smart technologies are causing
us to lose our sensibilities and
retreat into the primitive natures
of the bed. When considering the
strong intimate relationship these
technologies are now sharing
with the human body, it becomes
important for us to understand
the physical and metaphysical
impacts that are associated with
the two. In other words, we need
explore the mediation between
the body and the physical objects
surrounding it. This allows for the
mediation between the body and
the new invisibles of the digital
world.
3. Kim Tingley, “The Body Electric,” The New Yorker Nov 25 (2013): 10-11.
4. Ibid.
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PERCEPTUAL SYSTEMS
The body is critically analyzed at a
series of several layers. The first of
these is the basic and natural roles
of the perceptual systems. There
are 5 main systems to consider:
basic-orienting, auditory, haptic,
taste-smell, and visual. Each
of these describe the scientific
process of how our body collects
and gathers data from the external
environment.5 This can be feeling
the temperature on a cold winter
day or listening the cars passing by.
The information being sent to the
body and the ways it is being sent
are at a constant. What changes
is the ways in which our body is
able to perceive or interpret this
data stems from a sixth sense:
emotion. This perceptual system is
what translates the information in
order for the body to interpret its
surrounding.6
Take for example a small child
exploring their surroundings. The

understandings of what the child
knows as ‘good’ or ‘bad’ are rooted
in how others surrounding the child
respond. If a parent was to have a
specific reaction, the child will
simulate that response. Emotional
understandings are knowledge
that has been built throughout the
course of one’s life through different
scenarios and occurrences. The
complexity comes in that because
no people have had the exact same
life experiences, no two people will
have exactly the same response.
This starts to set up the condition
that there needs to be a strong
attunement with the environment
in order for a fuller embodied
experience.
Within the discourse of architecture
and theory, perceptual systems are
part of a long discussion rooted
in practice. In order to design, we
need to have a clear understanding
of these systems. An embodied
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perceptual experience needs to have
both a strong sensual engagement
on multiple levels and a strong
attunement with the environment.
This refers to not only the visible
or aesthetic but also the invisible,
spiritual, or imaginary. With these,
there is the ability to create a fuller
embodied perceptual experience.
In the present-day technological
world, this is looking at the physical
environments and the invisibles of
the digital world.
5. James J. Gibson, The Senses Considered as Perceptual Systems
(Boston: Houghton Muffin Company, 1966), 1-7.
6. Diane Anckermen, A Natural History of the Senses (New York:
Random House Inc., 1990) xv-1.

taste
2 in - 6 ﬂavors
touch
3 ft - <13 nm
vision 30 mi - 380-780 nm
sound 3k mi - 20-20k hz
smell
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visible light rays

gamma rays

x rays

uv rays

0.01 nm
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100 m
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PERCEPTUAL BOUNDARIES
When thinking of the body beyond
its standard form, there then becomes
the question of boundary. This
boundary being not only the physical
outline of the body silhouette but the
blurred lines of how the body may
extend into space. This is asking the
questions of what the boundaries of
the senses are and speculating what
this boundary may mean. To put this
into context, a person can smell a fire
that is physically many miles meaning
by their perceptual systems they are
metaphysically connecting with that
site. This lends the question of if the
physical body form represents the
situation limitations of the body.

In order to understand these
metaphysical connections, the body
is to be considered at its anatomical
levels, and the connections of those
with its environment at also a spiritual
level. This starts by mapping out the
internal circulatory systems within the
body such as the digestive system and
the muscular system.
This is then overlaid with the systems
of the Main Meridian Channels and
the 7 Chakras, both being of spiritual
and natural elements represented
within the body. The Main Meridian
Channels explore to a series of specific
pressure points and moments of
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sensitivity on the body. This method
is often used in medical procedures
such as acupuncture therapy. The 7
Chakras refer to 7 linear points on
the body starting at the lower back up
to the top of the head. Each of these
points represent a type of aura and
characteristic such as an emotion or
sense of awareness. These are seen in
methods of healing practices such as
barre and yoga.
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B O DY A LT E RAT I O N S

everything is self

world is categorized
into self and not self

contrast in light and shadow

self and not self are whole
but act independently

overcast of color

disappearance of self in
any and every sense

colors brightened

warped perspective

moving surfaces

synesthesia

heightened senses

senses in continuous warp

hallucination

These all explore the body at its natural state.
In order to push the body beyond its boundary
limits, there becomes a need for additional or
external systems. This quickly turns to now
looking at the ways in which technology is
altering and changing the body’s functions.
When looking at today’s technological
integrations, they can be divided into a range
of types from physically attached prosthetics
to chemical releases of drugs. To simplify
this, they can be organized into five main
categories: gene editing, plastic surgery, drugs/
medicine, prosthetics, and neuro-prosthetics.
At the base, these all change the body or mind
at a rate exponentially faster than the natural
evolutionary cycle. Some, such as drugs/
medicine or many prosthetics, impact the way
the body experiences the external world whereas
others, such as plastic surgery, impact how the
body experiences its internal self.
Psychedelics are one example of a drug that
impacts the body’s experience both spatially
and psychologically. When under the influence,
one experiences contrast in light and shadow,
brightened colors, warped perspectives, moving
surfaces, heightened senses, and hallucinations.
The psychological manipulations that occur are
the ways in which a person views themselves.
There have been instances of believing
everything is self, categorizing the world into
self and not self each of which are independent
from the other, categorizing the world into
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self and not self but each are dependent of the
other, and the disappearance of self in any and
every sense. What becomes interesting about
these experiences is that all the manipulations
occurring are taking place internally by the ways
in which the mind is perceiving the environment,
not within the physical environment.
plastic surgery

drugs/medicine

prosthetics

neuroprosthetics

genetic engineering in which
DNA is inserted, deleted,
modiﬁed or replaced in
genome of a living organism

surgical speciality involving the
restoration, reconstruction, or
alteration of the human body

synthetic molecules, natural
products or extracts are
screened in intact cells or
whole organisms

artiﬁcial device that replaces
or enhances the body ability

a series of devices that can
substitute the functions a
motor, sensory, or cognitive
modality

physical

gene editing

wearable media

wearable technologies

social fabrics

social exposition

digital accessories

smart watch

virtual reality

bluetooth headphone

robotic leg
robotic prosthetics

robotic arm

epidermal electronics

artiﬁcial pericardium

brain-computer interface

cyborg

optogenetics

retinal implant

electrocorticography

cochlear implant

bioelectrics

neurostimulation

neuro

Unlike psychedelics, prosthetics exist more
in the realm of physical manipulation to the
body. There are many types of prosthetics and
can be best understood as being organized on
a spectrum. At one end, there are wearable
technologies which are typically attached to
the exterior of the body. These are seen as the
most ‘physical’ instances. Examples of this can
be social fabrics and digital accessories such
as smart-watches, Bluetooth headphones, and
virtual reality headsets. The middle of the
spectrum consists of bioelectric systems existing
both on the exterior and interior of the body.
They are typically described as modern-day’s
robotic prosthetics where an artificial limb is
able to interpret and respond to the human
nervous system. The other end of the spectrum,
neurostimulation, looks less at the physical
body more in the context of the human brain
and mind. Examples of these include retinal or
cochlear implants.
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HUMAN + DESIGN EVOLUTION
As we discuss the body’s systems
and how it is changing, there then
becomes the questions of how this
affects architecture and design. As
stated by Beatriz Colomina and
Mark Wigley in their book Are We
Human? the evolution of humans
is a response to the evolution of
design. 7 This means that humans
and design are in a constant flux
and are continuously evolving with
one another. Looking at this theory
within the practice of architecture,
the body has always and will always
be the central focus of the discipline.
Architects design for and with this
ever-changing body.
Even when looking historically such
as in Leonardo da Vinci’s work. Da
Vinci was interested in the internal
workings of the body leading to
him making cuts or slices into
components such as the human skull.

This allowed for an internal view
of the body creating new ways in
which is was to be interpreted. The
discipline of architecture responded
to this cutting by developing the
same technique for understanding
buildings. 8 When cutting into
the building, the architect could
analyze and interpret its design in
new ways. This is what developed
the commonly used architectural
section. This response was also is
seen in the developments of glass
facades with the invention of the
X-ray. An X-ray image shows the
internal structure of the body
while still leaving a faint line of the
exterior boundary. 9 This helped to
develop the modernist move of glass
skyscrapers such as Mies van der
Rohe’s ‘Skin and Bones’ building.
Here again the internal structure is
exposed such as columns and floor
plates with the glass façade still
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illustrating the exterior line. As the
human body was studied or evolved,
architecture and design responded
by translating those into their
own discipline. And now, in this
age of ubiquitous computing, the
emerging technologies are pushing
for a more intimate relationship
with the body. This intimacy will in
turn affect the body’s perceptions
of the world. The changing body is
not unknown to architecture, and
with these new alterations, there
becomes the potential to explore its
meanings and the way it perceives
its surroundings.
7. Ibid., 50-57.
8. Beatriz Colomina, “X-ray architecture” (Thesis, Wissenschaftliche Zeitschrift
der Bauhaus-Universitat Weimar, 2003), 123-124.
9. Ibid., 123-124.

evolve
humans

design
evolve
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QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER:
What are the boundaries of the body?
What are the limitations of the senses?
What are the augmentation tools of technology?
How do our senses control how we experience our environment?
How does technology control how we experience our environment?
How do we consider the body when it has been manipulated or distorted?
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TESTING
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ST U DY - I N V E RT E D G O G G L E S
The intention of this early
experiment was to test
and study the effects of
manipulated perception. The
study followed the precedent
of
an
experiment
by
psychologist George Stratton
done in the early 1900s. In his
experiment, Stratton wore a
set of glasses that inverted
his vision of the external
world. The knowledge he
hoped to gain from this
was to see the ways the
human brain could become

conditioned or desensitized
from manipulation. He wore
the goggles for a total of
one week only taking them
off to sleep. In the first few
days, he felt nauseated and
dizzy with much difficulty
maneuvering around. The
middle of the week, his brain
was able to understand that
his environment was flipped
making movement much
easier. By the end of the
week, his brain had flipped
everything to the correct
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orientation, and everything
felt relatively normal. When
Stratton removed the glasses,
he was able to see the world
as right side up but had
not completely returned to
‘normal’. For example, he
found himself still slightly
off when he would reach out
with his right hand despite
the object actually located by
his left. 10
10. Dalibor Vesely, Architecture in the Age of Divided
Representation: The Question of Creativity in the Shadow of
Production (Cambridge: Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
2004) 2-10.

Fo r t h i s s t u d y, t h e i n v e r t e d
goggles were still used but were
worn for a short period of time
to focus on how people move
throughout a space when their
senses were manipulated. In
these spaces, there would be a
series of different obstacles
such as picking up objects,
moving around a room, opening
a d o o r, a n d wa l k i n g u p a n d
down stairs. Each of these
were recorded using film and
a diagram mapping out their
paths and notations of specific
points.
The goggles made for this study
took a set of prisms placed
with their longest side parallel
to the ground. The prims work
by bending the lights rays off
its surface to invert the object
being seen. Holding the prisms
was a contour surface formed
to anticipate the grasp of
h u m a n h a n d s . To l o o k t h r o u g h
the prism, one had to hold
the goggles to add a haptic
interaction with the goggles and
with hopes of allowing people
to be less reliant on their limbs.
The first of these spaces was
a small classroom with several
objects
placed
throughout.
People had to first pick up

the objects located on a table
directly in front of them. Many
people struggled to find the
objects and would reach in the
opposite direction. Following
this, they then had to wonder
about the room, and once
comfortable, try to weave in
and out of the various objects.
When wearing the goggles,
people would often tilt their
head so that they are able to see
their feet making the biggest
challenge of this space locating
things elevated off the ground.
In order for their eyes to see
anything above, people were
forced to look down so that
their chin was almost touching
their chest.
The second space was an open
entry with a large stair case.
Here people were to walk
towards the doors, open it,
then return. They then had to
go up the stairs as far as they
felt comfortable and then again
return.
The
door
provided
very little difficulty however
the change in elevation of the
stairs made many people take
each step one leg at a time. The
goggles pushed people rely more
on their outreached arms and
legs to locate what was around
them.
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The last and possibly most
challenge space was an exterior
patio or garden. The obstacle was
to walk to and around a sculpture
located in a large concrete
space elevated a few steps above
where they started. For many of
the people participating, this
s p a ce wa s u n f a m i l i a r, s o u n l i ke
the previous spaces, people
w e r e u n a b l e t o r e l y o n m e m o r y.
This was evident when many
were unable to perceive how
far they had traveled and where
their body was in relationship
to objects such as the sculpture
and walls.
Interesting moments discovered
from this experience is the ways
people perceived a space when
a sense was manipulated. Here
only vision was changed, but
with this being the dominate
perceptual system, it greatly
affected how people interacted
within a space. This resulted in
making other senses more acute
to make up for the warping of
vision. Some people confessed to
using memory for stair heights
and familiar spaces, while others
would use haptic elements such
as extending an arm or leg, and
some would simply yell out for
guidance when they felt too
uncomfortable.
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ARCHITECTURAL ROLE
Based
off
the
discussion thus far, it
is clear technology is
changing our body’s
perceptual systems. In
our
current
society,
the most prominent
change consists of a
flat,
2-dimensional
engagement that lacks
high sensual engagement.
This is seen not only
in the technologies of
smart phones but is
also bleeding out into
greater scales of our
environments and cities.
This results in users only
encountering low sensory
experiences making their

other sense less engaged
with the environment.
The
connection
technology has and is
going to share with
the body is currently
unstoppable.
As
innovation
persists,
the relationship is only
going to continuously
become more intimate
and intrusive. The role
of the architect comes
when
talking
about
the ways in which we
design for our senses.
Historically, we would
design spaces that height
our senses, and now with
these new technologies
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of augmentation, we
can design technologies
that entangle us with
our environment. This
opens
opportunities
of how we can use
technologies to more
actively engage with the
built environment while
also creating a deeper
engagement on multiple
levels of the senses.

PRECEDENTS
Some other examples of these ideas are
Erik Conrad’s Palpable City vest. This
wearable explores the relationship
between the abstract and concrete
spaces of the city. In doing so, the
user is able to feel the spatial form
of the urban grid at their location as
vibro-tactile rhythms on their body
as they as walking through the space.
The rhythms of the urban grid are
parameterized by local conditions
as the walker encounters them,
reflecting the influence of time,

light, temperature and humidity on
the experience of space. 11 The void of
purely optical space is thickened with
palpable sensations, creating a tactile
space that can only be explored by
moving through it.
When discussing about the focus of
vision, Adam Danielsson’s interactive
helmet XSense crosses sight with
hearing to immerse the wearer
in a state of synesthesia. Sounds
are translated into an array of 64
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microchip-controlled LED’s that light
up in three different colors. Vision is
controlled by a “sonar” system, an array
of ultrasonic distance sensors that
create stereo sound within the helmet,
allowing the wearer to interpret
the sounds spatially and create a
mental map of the environment. 12 The
synesthesia becomes a way to question
the workings of perceptual systems
opening up new dialogues of how one
may experience space.

Another interesting project that is not
necessarily focused on the perfectly
abled human but instead the blind is
Brain Port. Brain Port is a technology
that can send sensory information to
one’s brain through electrode array
which sits atop the tongue. A camera
picks up the image of the surrounding
context, the information is processed by
a chip which converts it into impulses
which are sent through an electrode
array, via the tongue, to the person’s
brain. 12 The human brain is able to

interpret these impulses as visual
signals and they are then redirected to
the visual cortex, allowing the person
to “see.” What becomes interesting
about this project is the use of the
tongue, an organ seen to be used only
to sense taste and textures, to be now
used as a method of seeing.
11. Erik Conrad, “Palpable City” (Master of Science Thesis for University of California
Irvine, 2005), 41-52.
12. Adam Danielsson, “XSense,” Adam Danielsson Portfolio, 2019, http://slide.nu/index.
php?id=53.
13. Nicola Twilley, “Seeing with Your Tongue,” The New Yorker May 8 (2017): 5-7.
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DESIGN PARAMETE RS
The initial part of this is to first
understand our environments at
its basic form and also its current
integration
of
technologies.
This is to critically analyze our
environments and its relationship
to our body. As the body is now
seen as the focal of the thesis,
there becomes an exploration and
theorization on what kind of ways
this project could use technology
as a way to manipulate perception
and create embodied experiences.
Like these other technologies, this
needs to be something that shares
an intimate relationship with the
body to reinforce the idea that
technology is becoming an integral
part within it. Not only should it
be attached but it should morph
and mold to the body. How can this
create that relationship? How can
the design of the body start to shape
the design of this structure? There
also needs to be an exploration of
both the physical and digital realm
meaning to create an experience
that
rethinks
our
physical

environment through the medium
of technology. This begins to think
about the perceptual experiences
in crossing and overlapping of the
digital and physical world.
As the object needs to share an
intimate relationship with the
body, it begins to take on the
form of a type of exoskeleton.
This is derived from the idea of
questioning the body’s physical
boundaries by exposing the
internal, unseen structure. A
fastened spine runs along the back
of the body, becoming the central
nervous systems for the project.
Rib like forms extend from the
spine contouring the body’s form
replicating the body’s nervous
system. At the top and bottom of
the spine, are two more extensions
the wrap over and around the body.
These are fastened to a flexible
strap on the front of the body.
These are to secure the wearable
in place. Disconnected from the
spine is a small plate-shaped object
placed on the back of the skull.
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Extending from these are more of
the rib pieces wrapping around the
head.
Attached to the end of these ribs
are small vibrating motors that
are pressed into the skin. The
placement of these motors is
determined by the earlier studies
of the Chinese Meridians and 7
Chakrahs. There are four motors
in total: one place on the temple,
one behind the ear, one along the
collar bone, and one on the frontal
rib cage. The vibration of the
motors is driven by three sensors,
an ultrasonic sensor, an audio/
noise sensor, and an accelerometer
compass breakout board all located
within exoskeleton.

early sketches
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#include <Wire.h>
#include <Adafruit_Sensor.h>
#include <Adafruit_LSM303_U.h>

digitalWrite(BotL, HIGH); digitalWrite(BotR, HIGH);
}else{
digitalWrite(TopL, LOW); digitalWrite(TopR, LOW);
digitalWrite(BotL, LOW); digitalWrite(BotR, LOW);
}
if (distance <= 40 && distance >= 20){
digitalWrite(L1, HIGH); digitalWrite(R1, HIGH);
}else{
digitalWrite(L1, LOW); digitalWrite(R1, LOW);
}
if (distance <= 80 && distance >= 40){
digitalWrite(L2, HIGH); digitalWrite(R2, HIGH);
}else{
digitalWrite(L2, LOW); digitalWrite(R2, LOW);
}
if (distance <= 120 && distance >= 80){
digitalWrite(L3, HIGH); digitalWrite(R3, HIGH);
}else{digitalWrite(L3, LOW); digitalWrite(R3, LOW);
}
if (distance <= 160 && distance >= 120){
digitalWrite(L4, HIGH); digitalWrite(R4, HIGH);
}else{
digitalWrite(L4, LOW); digitalWrite(R4, LOW);
}
if (distance <= 200 && distance >= 160){
digitalWrite(L5, HIGH); digitalWrite(R5, HIGH);
}else{
digitalWrite(L5, LOW); digitalWrite(R5, LOW);
}

Adafruit_LSM303_Mag_Unified mag = Adafruit_LSM303_Mag_Unified(12345);
int const trigPin = 10;
int const echoPin = 9;
int const sampleWindow = 250;
unsigned int knock;
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int

const
const
const
const
const
const
const
const
const
const
const
const
const
const

TopL
TopR
BotL
BotR
L1 =
R1 =
L2 =
R2 =
L3 =
R3 =
L4 =
R4 =
L5 =
R5 =

= A1;
= A4;
= A3;
= A5;
3;
7;
2;
6;
11;
13;
4;
5;
8;
12;

void setup(){
Serial.begin(9600);
pinMode(trigPin, OUTPUT);
pinMode(echoPin, INPUT);
pinMode(TopL,
pinMode(TopR,
pinMode(BotL,
pinMode(BotR,

}

pinMode(L1,
pinMode(R1,
pinMode(L2,
pinMode(R2,
pinMode(L3,
pinMode(R3,
pinMode(L4,
pinMode(R4,
pinMode(L5,
pinMode(R5,

if (distance >= 400 || distance <= 0){
Serial.println(“out of range”);
}else{
Serial.print(distance);
Serial.print(“cm”);
}

OUTPUT);
OUTPUT);
OUTPUT);
OUTPUT);

OUTPUT);
OUTPUT);
OUTPUT);
OUTPUT);
OUTPUT);
OUTPUT);
OUTPUT);
OUTPUT);
OUTPUT);
OUTPUT);

//***sound sensor***//
unsigned long start = millis();
unsigned int peakToPeak = 0;
unsigned int signalMax = 0;
unsigned int signalMin = 1024;
while (millis() - start < sampleWindow)
{
knock = analogRead(0);
if (knock < 1024)
{
if (knock > signalMax)
{
signalMax = knock;
}
else if (knock < signalMin)
{
signalMin = knock;
}
}
}

void loop(){
//***accelerometer compass***//
sensors_event_t event;
mag.getEvent(&event);
float Pi = 3.14159;
float heading = (atan2(event.magnetic.y,event.magnetic.x) * 180) / Pi;
if (heading < 0){
heading = 360 + heading;}
Serial.print(“Compass Heading: “);
Serial.println(heading);

}

peakToPeak = signalMax - signalMin;
double volts = (peakToPeak * 3.3) / 1024;

if (heading <= 355 && heading >= 5){
digitalWrite(TopL, LOW); digitalWrite(TopR, LOW); digitalWrite(BotL, LOW);
digitalWrite(BotR, LOW); digitalWrite(L1, LOW); digitalWrite(R1, LOW);
digitalWrite(L2, LOW); digitalWrite(R2, LOW); digitalWrite(L3, LOW);
digitalWrite(R3, LOW); digitalWrite(L4, LOW); digitalWrite(R4, LOW);
digitalWrite(L5, LOW); digitalWrite(L5, LOW);
}else{
digitalWrite(TopL, HIGH); digitalWrite(TopR, HIGH); digitalWrite(BotL, HIGH);
digitalWrite(BotR, HIGH); digitalWrite(L1, HIGH); digitalWrite(R1, HIGH);
digitalWrite(L2, HIGH); digitalWrite(R2, HIGH); digitalWrite(L3, HIGH);
digitalWrite(R3, HIGH); digitalWrite(L4, HIGH); digitalWrite(R4, HIGH);
digitalWrite(L5, HIGH); digitalWrite(R5, HIGH);
delay(1500);

Serial.println(volts);
if (volts >= 2.0){
digitalWrite(TopL, HIGH); digitalWrite(TopR, HIGH); digitalWrite(BotL, HIGH);
digitalWrite(BotR, HIGH); digitalWrite(L1, HIGH); digitalWrite(R1, HIGH);
digitalWrite(L2, HIGH); digitalWrite(R2, HIGH); digitalWrite(L3, HIGH);
digitalWrite(R3, HIGH); digitalWrite(L4, HIGH); digitalWrite(R4, HIGH);
digitalWrite(L5, HIGH); digitalWrite(R5, HIGH);
delay(200);
digitalWrite(TopL, LOW); digitalWrite(TopR, LOW); digitalWrite(BotL, LOW);
digitalWrite(BotR, LOW); digitalWrite(L1, LOW); digitalWrite(R1, LOW);
digitalWrite(L2, LOW); digitalWrite(R2, LOW); digitalWrite(L3, LOW);
digitalWrite(R3, LOW); digitalWrite(L4, LOW); digitalWrite(R4, LOW);
digitalWrite(L5, LOW); digitalWrite(L5, LOW);
delay(100);
digitalWrite(TopL, HIGH); digitalWrite(TopR, HIGH); digitalWrite(BotL, HIGH);
digitalWrite(BotR, HIGH); digitalWrite(L1, HIGH); digitalWrite(R1, HIGH);
digitalWrite(L2, HIGH); digitalWrite(R2, HIGH); digitalWrite(L3, HIGH);
digitalWrite(R3, HIGH); digitalWrite(L4, HIGH); digitalWrite(R4, HIGH);
digitalWrite(L5, HIGH); digitalWrite(R5, HIGH);
delay(200);
}

//***ultrasonic sensor***//
int duration, distance;
digitalWrite(trigPin, HIGH);
delay(1);
digitalWrite(trigPin, LOW);
duration = pulseIn(echoPin, HIGH);
distance = (duration / 2) / 29.1;

}

if (distance <= 40 && distance >= 5){
digitalWrite(TopL, HIGH); digitalWrite(TopR, HIGH);
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delay(500);

SENSORS
The sensors and motors are all
connected to an Arduino UNO
board that acts as the systems
brain. Based off the wiring and
coding, the Arduino UNO inputs
and outputs the sensor data to
determine when each motor is
triggered and the rhythm and
length of each vibration.
The ultrasonic sensor used is a HCSR04 Ultrasonic Distance Sensor
used for detecting physical objects
in space. This sensor works by first
sending signals out into a space.
Once the signal has reached an
object, it then bounces back to the
trigger the sensor and determines
the distance from the object by the
amount of time the signal was in
space. This process is similar to the
sonar process seen in the perceptual
systems of bats and dolphins. The
sensor is programed to trigger
the vibrating motors at specific
distances ranging from 5-400 cm.
the motor on the temple vibrates at

5-100 cm, the motor behind the ear
vibrates at 100-200 cm, the motor
on the chest vibrates at 200-300
cm, and the one located on the rib
cage vibrates at 300-400 cm. The
importance of this sensor lies in
how it allows for new perceptions
of space. As the body is unable to
feel or interpret physical objects
unless directly touching them, this
closes that gap to create a haptic
experience within the void.
An Arduino Grove Sound Sensor is
the audio sensor used in this system.
By using a microphone, the sensor
is able to detect the sound waves
within a space. Once the waves are
measured, the sensor is then able to
convert this value into volts. The
sensor is programmed to trigger
the vibrating motors to pulse twice
in unison when a sound wave above
2.25 volts is detected. Although the
body’s auditory system is able to
perceive sounds within this range,
it is unable to physically feel the
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waves creating it. This creates
a tangible connection from an
invisible phenomenon.
The
LSM303
Triple-Axis
Accelerometer + Magnetic Compass
Board is the third sensor used in
this system. Much like an ordinary
compass, the sensor uses the earths
magnitude force to determine the
cardinal directions. The sensor
maps the points on the X, Y, and
Z axes translated to the 360-degree
spectrum. If the sensor was to face
north, all the motors will vibrate
simultaneously
and
continue
vibrating until the direction has
been changed. A similar system
of this is seen in the migration
patterns of many animals. By
using their internal instincts,
animals are able to map and travel
large distances without external
assistance. When translating this
onto a human body, there becomes
a constant sense of awareness to
one’s local and global context.
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porcelain

M AT E R I A L C U LT U R E
When deciding on the
materiality, the body’s
material culture was the
main consideration. The
spine pieces are composed
of white porcelain. When
considering porcelain, it’s
a material that represents
the fragility but also rigid
elements of the body’s
skeleton system. The hard,

polished surfaces juxtapose
with the soft, smoothness
of the skin. The idea here
is to simulate the exposure
of the internal body with
technology.
The
ribs
extending from the sphere
are made of a thin brass
tubing. The gold coloration
of the material becomes a
beacon for the prosthetic.
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This is contradicted with
the aging quality of brass.
Overtime as the surface
dulls, there is a narration of
the aging human body.

input
output

sound sensor

compass
arduino

ultrasonic sensor

vibrating motors
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assembly process
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DRIFTS
When layering these different
components, the body begins
to experience space in a very
different way. In order to test
this experience, I completed
a series of walks or drifts
throughout the downtown
Lincoln area to see what type
of environments would trigger
the sensors. This idea stems
from a similar idea of the
international group know as the
Situationist. They would ‘drift’
through the urban grid in order
to rekindle the relationship
of their city and to then
contextualize it in a new way.
They created a mapping system
known as psychogeography that
abstractly represented their
experience. 14 In the case of this
thesis, there still is a focus on
a rekindling relationship with
the urban grid, but now with

the use of new perceptual
systems acting as a guide, there
are new layers associated with
the body’s experience.
Within my own drifts, I would
walk for a period of 20-60
minutes at a consistently leisure
pace. The most interesting
moments happening within
the drifts are the types of
spaces and paths the wearable
would draw me to. For the
ultrasonic sensor, most activity
was felt in tight spaces of
alleys and corridors and next
to the exterior of buildings.
Depending on the building
surface, I was often able to feel
the ‘dimensions’ of the façade.
An entry cutout or corner
could be felt simply from
walking by it. Many times, a
simple light pole or parking
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meter would trigger the sensor.
Large groups of people and
heavy intersections specifically
on O street were moments the
sound sensor became most
active. Many of the sounds
felt were sounds I typically
ignored or blurred out into the
background. Despite knowing
Lincoln’s cardinal directions
well, the sensory compass gave
me a constant reminder of
when I was headed north. This
recognition made me consider
the greater context of the city
pulling my body away from the
local. Documentation of these
experiences was recording
by systems of mappings,
photography, film, and written
data.
14. Guy Debord, “Theory of the Derive” (Bureau of Public Secrets, 1958)
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CONCLUSION
The changes of these new
technologies allow for a
mediation between the physical
and digital realm. However, this
mediation currently results in
a flat, 2-dimensional context.
The intention of this project is
to apply first-hand experience
with the considerations of the
body and the relationship of its
integration with technology.
This is to be critical of the
use of the senses and how
their roles are to be changed,
manipulated, and augmented
with emerging technologies.
The digital implemented here
are the invisibles of sonar
waves, sound waves, and
magnetic forces held within the
augmented space. The physical
becomes the tangible objects
and enclosures within our built
environment. The ability for
the body to experience these
invisibles produces a new
type of augmented perception.
This makes the body become
a mediator between the

digital, and the physical. In
architecture, one of the most
integral parts of the design
practice is its relationship
to the human body. The
connection technology has
or is going to share with the
body is currently unstoppable.
As innovation persists, the
relationship is only going to
continuously become more
intimate and intrusive. The
role of the architect comes
when talking about the ways
in which we design for the
senses. Historically, we would
design spaces that heighten
our senses, and now with
these new technologies of
augmentation, we can design
technologies that entangle the
senses within the environment.
This opens new opportunities
of how technology can more
actively engage with the
built environment while also
creating a deeper engagement
on multiple levels of the senses.
The importance of this thesis
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lies at the interface of its
relationship
between
new
technologies and the human
body. As architects and
designers, the basis of our
work lies at our interpretations
of the body, and as technology
is beginning to reconstruct
those interpretations, we need
to both design for and with its
restructure. Not only are the
natural perceptual systems of
the body to be considered but
also the ways in which the body
are currently being augmented
and altered through these new
technologies. In a world where
the visual field is of high focus
value, the project is to create an
alternative reality; one where it
considers the physical and the
digital, the invisible and the
visible. To understand this, we
must go beyond the habitual
perceptions and explore new
opportunities technology can
offer to the perceptual systems.
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